
International Pool

Targets

Anexed individuals
Intelligence Agencies

spies

-Unlawful surveillance
-Gather information on the local 

population and the target.
-Local and international informant 

recruitment.
-Can skip national intelligence and 

judicial agencies using similar 
methods.

Beacon
-This are recruited based on 

cultura, economical girevances 
or believes

-Might lead to formation of cells 
within the locality

-Informants or spies might 
eventualy also be dispatched.
-Unaware of the cell formation 
-The cell remains in its virtual 

form, fucntions to create 
bubbles, propaganda.

Proffesional Vigilance
Judicial agents

-difficult to detect-
-dispatch under legal excuse

-target lawful surveillance
-gather attention from other 
agencies or local entities.

-Recruitment of temporal local 
individuals and informants.

Physical
Virtual

informants
-Recruited trough blackmail or 

corruption, semi permanent 
employment.

-used to recruit local individuals fro 
temporal assignments.

-serve as beacons for attention 
gathering , rumor dissemination 

and passive agression. 

Temporal Agents.
-Employment varies from minutes, 

hours, days, weeks or months.
-Single meaningless  tasks, 

unaware of why or what.
-Recruitment trough money, 

intimidation, lies.
-eventualy they also functions as 

beacon for rumor, attention 
gathering and passive agression

Bots
-Automatic programs 

assigned to tag a target with 
an specific course of action, 

using a scrabble technique on 
its virtual activities. 

Human Bot
-Look for tagged individual 

and follow up on the scrabble 
technique.

-Recruited trough blackmail of 
online activities.

.recruitment is done trough 
the tag and scrabble method, 
possibly creating a path for 
the individual to follow sites 
that will give instructions.
-information is passed on 

trough adds, sites etc, 
-they remain anonimous to 
the local authorities trough 
the ilegality of the methods 
used as blackmai, but still 

some might be known.
Detached from local security 
agencies, might be used and 
recruited by any international 

entity.

Human Beacon bot
-Human bots might evolve to 
carry physical actions similar 

to those of the temporal agent 
and the informant, they 

always retain a plausible 
deniability.

-the system follows the same 
scrabble and tag method.

Human Bot
Human Beacon Bot

Physical Beacon
-The beacon might grow into a 
physical ceell, informants and 
agents might be dispatched as 

guides or remain as hidden 
instructors. 

The others.
-Beacons in both forms might be 

used to infiltrate local 
movements.

-derailment of the local 
movement.

-Insider recruitment for 
"guidance".

-Similarity with local movements 
might lead to some of their 
actions feel justified while 
creating hostility or other 

problems.

Local known figure

-Tag, harrassent, rumors 
and evidence 
incrimination.

-Legal excuses.

Crime

-Informant recruitment 
and incrimination.
-Legal excuses.

Intellectual property.

-Fishing for information using the 
tag and scrabble method.
-Information might be kept 

depending on its nature, the 
target might remain unaware.
-Pressure is put on the target 

depending on teh information to 
reveal some of it, then it could be 
stolen thorugh the use of patsies 

using something similar.
-It could also be done to arrest 
the individual claiming unlawful 

acces to the information.

Profiled Individuals Targeting.

-Create pressure on the 
individual until an unlawful action 

is commited againts a Bot or 
regular person.

-Target and guide the individual 
to commit a violent action 
againts a specific group .

-If no specific group is chosen 
the action might be used for 
political pourposes like mass 

shootings.
-Individualy targeted or trough 
the beacon method depending 

on the person profile.

Groups

-Cells could potentialy grow into 
larger groups.

-Groups will choke local 
authorities and civil groups the 

larger they get.
-Religious or politicaly motivated 

they might also have several 
inner cells with varying 

ideologies, from the same 
branch.

-Funtion in a similar way to cells 
on a larger scale based on local 

culture and expectations.

Techniques.

-The tag.- traget is tagged based on its profiles and reactions, passed by 
spies, informants or reactions are seens trough its online activity, it 

siganals Bots, Humat Bots and Human beacon bots.

-The scrabble- Infromation on the target is given trough adds, mail, sites, 
etc, to follow on the tag.

-The neverending.-Once the target has been tagged and its aware of 
this, this might go on indefenetly, by temporal retag and new assigned 

beacons and bots in addition with the enhaced response created on the 
target, this allows for activity increases every once in a while to give the 

constant pressure impression and plausible deniability trough bot 
rotation.

Unintended Effects.

-A continous bot stream to the target might be created, as they will have the tag  instructions to continue scrabble pressure if a the target is giving signals of a 
response to the "encrypted communication" created, this is enhaced thorugh the same plausible deniability used by the bot as it will try to maintain distance from 

the target as to avoid evidence of stalkin at the same time this same.

-National, International agencies along with beacons will have difficulty calling the tag off, as they are also based on plausible deniabilty and their own encripted 
communication, based on a triangle hierarchy of need to know, checks and balances and blacmail command chain.

-Temporal agents, informants, Human Bots and beacons are  relatively trapped within the matrix itself, as there is always the uncertainty by local o external 
authorities or because they are ideological compatible with the cell.

-Unaligned groups can also exploit this. human bots will now use the fishing technique to see if a target has been tagged wich might lead to eventual taging.

-Altough all this will make the system grow exponentialy they are limit bound by the socieoeconomical status of the country and cultural variety and the influence 
they can have within local groups and so they will remain relatively small cells, localities or states, however they could still create enough pressure within the larger 

local group views using the own group internal variety cells.

The Papantla Flyer Stratagem

The ritual consists of dance and the climbing of a 30-meter pole from which four of the five participants then 
launch themselves tied with ropes to descend to the ground. The fifth remains on top of the pole, dancing and 

playing a flute and drum. 



Groups

-Cells could potentialy grow into 
larger groups.

-Groups will choke local 
authorities and civil groups the 

larger they get.
-Religious or politicaly motivated 

they might also have several 
inner cells with varying 

ideologies, from the same 
branch.

-Funtion in a similar way to cells 
on a larger scale based on local 

culture and expectations.

Unintended Effects.

-A continous bot stream to the target might be created, as they will have the tag  instructions to continue scrabble pressure if a the target is giving signals of a 
response to the "encrypted communication" created, this is enhaced thorugh the same plausible deniability used by the bot as it will try to maintain distance from 

the target as to avoid evidence of stalkin at the same time this same.

-National, International agencies along with beacons will have difficulty calling the tag off, as they are also based on plausible deniabilty and their own encripted 
communication, based on a triangle hierarchy of need to know, checks and balances and blacmail command chain.

-Temporal agents, informants, Human Bots and beacons are  relatively trapped within the matrix itself, as there is always the uncertainty by local o external 
authorities or because they are ideological compatible with the cell.

-Unaligned groups can also exploit this. human bots will now use the fishing technique to see if a target has been tagged wich might lead to eventual taging.

-Altough all this will make the system grow exponentialy they are limit bound by the socieoeconomical status of the country and cultural variety and the influence 
they can have within local groups and so they will remain relatively small cells, localities or states, however they could still create enough pressure within the larger 

local group views using the own group internal variety cells.

The sytem
Technology simplified more can be added to increase effectiveness and capacity.

-Human bots and target send a remote signal (adds, social media, keylogger) system autmaticaly sends a scrabble response to human bot, human bot post a 
scrabble significance, the system could also send scrabble predefined scrabble responses to the human bot, news feed, adds, mail, message, etc.

-Bots and human bots are crossed trough social media news feed, along with random bots with predefined responses depending on the target, irrelevant feedback, 
predefines social political response to a topic, like regular bots, genereic passive agression.

-The sytem randomizes and mixes all of them along with any other external interference.

-Periodical use of actual surveillance and informants along the scrabble path, and predefined social response by the defined cells created by the human bots to 
different individuals, cell bots will use fishing techniques on regular basis as they now have learned this exponentialy growing the system by themselves.

Remote PC
-Creates profile narrowing 
response similar to news 

feed or ads
-Categorizes targeted and 
indoctinated trough areas, 

interest, trajectories, known 
people chains, schedules, 
websites, applications, etc.

-narrows a path for the 
indoctrinated according to 

prefenrences to certain 
sites.

(its possible the system 
mines for offers, deals or 
similar things and send 

them along in some cases).

Target

-Sends a methaforical 
reponse based on the 

target actions.
-the action is send 

trough adds, 
notifications, websites, 

posts, bots and 
indoctrinated. 

sends location
shcedule

posts
mails
etc

Indo

PC
message

phone
post

Indo
street

Mobile 
phone
tablet

generic 
reponse for 

regular 
trajectory 
based on 

probability.

Location

regular schedule 
might be 

accomodated 
once the target 

has been 
probed.

Simple 
system 
diagram

Already 
indoctrinated uses 

the technques 
learned during 

indoctrination, as a 
regular action, can 
act with or without 

an specific 
pourpose.

Once indoctrinated 
they funciton as tag, 
beacon, simulated 

surveillance, passive 
agression.
The system 

selfpropagates, 
creating sub-hives 

due to the nature of 
the techniques.

Organized action can 
be taken at any point 

in the chain.


